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#: FILTER PRESS

Lesson,OescriOtion

This less& is an introduction tbithe operation of th'e filter press.

, The lesson discusses the two basic'types of_presses,c.their.components,

' the sequence of Operation, operational contrblS,, sampling and testing.

Estimated,Time

Student preview

Presentatfon of material

Open discussion

WoKsheet

Correct the worksheet

Instructional Aids

5-10 minutes

14,minutes

10-20 Ohutes.

10-15 minutes

10 minutes,

.Student text "'Pressure FilterS)':

- .'2. "Slides "Pressure FilterS"

3. 35 mm slide projector

4. -Scteeh" 4

5. Samples of
t

'Cake, filtrate, and filter media

Suggested Sequence of Presentation

4

,
1. Assign reading - special emphasis on objectives and glo'sSary,

....... , . .

2. Present lesson ,

-

r

, .

3. Open discuS-Sjon -.show samples Of cake, filtraeeiand filter media

,4. Assign workS.heet,

5. Correct worksheet

ea I

Required Reading

Student text "Filter Presses",.

- -
Reference Reading .

MOP Operations of Wastewater Treatment Plants, pages 314-31.

FP-1 of 12
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FILTER, PRESS

7objectis

Upon cOmpletion of-thislessdn, the,student -should be able to do the

following%

1. Recall that the filter press is a volume reduction device

2. Recall that the filter press usually requires pretreatmnt

. 3. Define'binding
./

4. Define precoat

5.. Recall two précoat materials
.

6. Recall dat the filter press is a batch process

, 7, Identify the, basic components of the two basic types of filter presses

8. DdsCribe the sequence of operation of the filter press
,

9. Recalj two mat'erials that are used to produce filter cloths\

10. Recall the typical operating pressure range for a filter prehs

11. State the approximate thickness of cake for the two different filter

press types

12. Describe how to determine when the cycle is completed
-

13. Recall typical cake solids percentage

14. Recall typical solids recovery .

15. Given one of th'e operaticinal variables, describe how its change will

effect solids cake and filtrate quali4

16. Identify sampling points and basic control test

17. Identify five items which must be included in.daliy trend charts.

al
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PFILTER PRESS
,

LECTURE OUTLINE,

I. BASICS
1 ,

A. History

1. Europe

2. 1860

B. Volume Reduction

1. ReductiOn of water

, 2. Containing sludge within a'filtercloth.

b.

3. Ihe-cloth placed between two rigid plates *. static system.

4. 'Pressure applied io sludge via a pump.

5. Squeeze the liquid from the'sludge.

6. Sludge cake

7. Filtrate - returned to.the plant.

8. Usually preceded by condiffOning.

C. Batch Process

II. EQUIPMENT

A. Two Types

1. Plate & frame

2. Recess.ed plate

B. Recessed Type 0.75 - 1.5.Thick Cake

1. Legs - steel

2. Side ba'rs

Head - cast4;iron

4. Follower - cast iron

5. Closing mechanism

a) 3500 psi

TP-3 of 12 , 10/82
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FILTER PRESS-- LECTURE OUTLINE

6. Recessed plates - grooves

a) Cast iron

b) Polypropylene

c) Steel/rubber

d) Center feed

7. Filter media - cloth

0

a) Cloth - nylon, orlon, dacron

b) _Paper

c) Felt

dl Polypropylene, polyvinylchloride

8. *Pump.- 1.00-225 ps1

a) Diaphram -.air operated
.

b) piston ran

9. Pretreatment Equipment

a) Precoat

1) Fly ash

2) Diatomaceous earth

3) Reduce cleaning

4) Reduce binding

.Conditiqping

C. Plate and Frame 4 - 5" Cake

1. Same basic equipment

a) 'Less

,,b) Side bars.

c) Head

FP-4 of 12
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FILTER PRESS LECTURE OUTLTNE

d) Follower

e) Closing mechanism

f,) Filter media

g) Pump

h) Pretreatment

2. Plates & fraffigS .

a) Alternate

b) Media over plate

c) Frame controls cake thickneAss

d) .Corner.or side feed

III. PROCEDURE

A. Close Press

B. -Mix Prec.oat if Used.

C. Condition Sludge

10 Ferric chloride, lime, alum, polymers

2. Flash mix

3. Slow mix

4. Settling

5. Supernatant to pla9t

a) 'Check BOD, SS and VSS

6. Jar Test

0 D. Apply precoat

E. Apply sludge

.110

.

-
1. Low pressure - high riae

25 psi - 24000 -3,000 gpm

2. Increase at 5 psi every few minutes.

FP-5 of 12
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F ILT ER PRESS

3.

- LECTURE nr71.INE

Opera ti ncj ;ure
100 - 225 ,s1 - 1/4 to 1/3 of run

4. Fi 1 trate '*:ot, ,Neasured high.

off.

Drops, rapidly. Then levels

5. Compl ete wnen fi 1 trate rate 10 - '20 ml n./ft."

,a) Returned to plan.t

6. 2 - 4 hou'rs

F. Bleed Off Pressure

i. Drop Cake

1. 20 55 ,-.olAds

2. 90 - 99 solids recovery

Clean Media

1. Binding

2.' Acid wash

I. Restart Run
Yield 0.1 io Ihs./h!./sq.

Depending upo co', ids type Ad conditioning

IV, OpERATIOkIAL CONTROLS_

A. Goa 1 s

1. filter cuality

2. Tiltrat- 1,1 1:ty

B. Controls

1. Pressure,

2. Dosage

3. Cycle :Amt.

C.., Interrelated

4

1. HOher pressure,

a) Requires better floc qualjty

FP-6 of 12 1 (1
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FILTER PRESS - LECTURE,OUTLINE

r'

b) Reduces dycle time

c) Drier cake

2. Reduced Dosage

a) Lengthen cycle time

b) Controlled by feed solids

c) Reduction in feed solids

1) Increase in chemicals

Cycle time

a) Decrease fn rate-of cycle - (longer time)

,b) Drier solids

c) More cost/ton

D. 1)p imum Sludge Cake

Prediction of cake solids
_

a) Filtrate rate decrease
solids cake'increase

b) Plot filtllate rate versys.time,
-

Rate

v

Time IlaXimum C;cle Time 65% Solids

FP:7 of 12 10/82
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4, FILTER PRESS - LECTU4 OUTLINE

)'

V. SAMPLING TESTING - SAMPLE EACH CYCLE
1

A. Total Solids compared
Raw, filtrate, cake .

B. 'Volatile Solids
Raw, filtrate, cake

.0

.
. pH

Raw, filtpate
.d.-

t

D., Alkalinity and Dissolved Solids

E. Plotting Trehd Charts - Daily

.1

1. Cycle time
t

2. Operating pressure

\
3. Chemical dosage

.,

4. Filtrate rate

5. Number of runs

.., 6. lbs./hr./ft:

7: All lab data
,,..

8. Energy consumption
,

,
, , .,

. -
9: Operator hours

Raw

.

-4

,...

,

)

>

,

00

..,

t,

,

\
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. FILTER PRESS'

NARRATrVE

Slide #

1. Filtei- presses - the theory and operation.

2. This lesson on filter presses was written by Rawle A. Alloway *of Enviro-

tech Operating Services, and edited by E. E. "Skeet" Arasmith of Linn-

Benton Community College. Instructional design was done by Priscilla

Hardin. Peir.. Paul H. Klopping was the project director..

The filter press is a relatively simple device that has been used.in

EurOpe since the 1860'S for the pur'pose of npducing the liquid volume

of industrial sludges.

4. In this lesson we will discuss the basics of operational theory,,the

component nomenclature, step-by-4tep procedures, operational controls,

and monitoring.

5. The filter preSs is used today because of its aase of operation and

,
ability to give high solids recovery coupled with low moisture content

of the cake. It is becomtng increasingly popular in thetreatment of

organic sludge produced by biological,sewage treatmeht processes.

6. In the overall management system, filter presses are classified as

volume reduction devices.

7. In order to perform the process of pressure filtration with sewage

sludges, the sludges must first be conditioned, usuall,Y withsome

farm of coagulant.

8. This conditioned sludge is then puthped into a filtered cloth; pressureø

is then applied to the sludge by the sludge pump. This pressure squeezes

the.sludge releasing the liquid,through the cloth.

9. This liquid is referred to as filtrate4and is usually returned to the

plant as a'sidestream.

10. With the removal of the water a dry (20% to 507, solids), sludge cake

remains within the filter cloth. It is removed manually for ultimate

disposal:

11. Keep in mind that the pressing effect comes from the sludge pump and

that-this system is a batch process.

12. There are two basic types of filter presses: the recess plate-(which

is the most common), 'and the plate and frame press. The operation of

the.two types,of filters is the same. Only the equipment differs.

Therefore, let's take a few minutes and look at the basic equipment.

FP-9 of 12 10/82
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13. The basic equipment is, made of heavy metal components. That includes
. legs, side bars', a stationary head, and a movable follower:

14. In die re9essed plate type of press, there are a series of grooved
recev plates made of cast iron, polypropylene,-or a combination of
steel'and rubber which support the filtering process.

15. Placed over the face of each plate is a filter media usually referred
to as a filter cloth. Actually, this media' may be Rylon, orlon, dacron,
paper, felt, polypropylene, or polyVinylchlortde.

16. The recess plates arid media are squeeZed together by an electric hydrauliC
closing mechanism.

17. This closing mechanism pushes the follower toward the head.

18. Filtration-depends upon the pressure on the sludge. The pump supplying
the pressbre is either a piston ram pump, a progressive cavity pump,,or

an air operated diaphragm pump. The pressure required ranges from 100'
to 225 psi.

19. A cutaWay-view t.lows that the sludge Ls pumped into the caVities between

the plates. Pjessure forces the liquid portion through the media as
filtrate. Sludge solids cannot pass through the media and are trapped
in the cavities between the plates. As the pumps force more and more
sludge through the press, the solids fill the cavities, formirig cake.

20. The plate and frame press has basically,the same equipMent as the reces
plate except that instead of recessed plates

21. there are a series of alternating plates and frames. The plates contain
the drain grooves and support themedia. The frames control the cake ,

thickness.

22.,rWkiile the recessed plate design produces cake that is 3/4 to,1 1. inches
thick, the plate and frame design can produce cakes ranging from 1 to,5
inches thick depending on the depth of the frames.

23. As shown.in this cutaway, the plate and frame press does not use the

center feed system. Instead, sludge is fed either from the corners, as
shown here,,or the sides of thejrames. Well, so much for the equipment.

24. Let's take a look at the basic operation procedure as performed on a
recessed'plate.

25. The filtration procedure must start with the press in a closed position.

26. Before filtration, two types of pretreatment procedures are often required:
preeoating and conditioning.

27. Precoating applies a thin layer oi material over the filter media. This

is accomplished by pumping a slurry of diatomaceous earth or'"fly ash into
the filter and through the filter media.

FP-10 of 12 10/82



28. 'This thin coat does not retard the filtering capabilities.but does reduce

media blinding and reduce sludge penetration into the media. This cuts

down the frequency of cleaning the media and at the same time improves

the ease of cake removal.

29. Most biologyal sludges require conditioning prior to filtration. The

sludge js conditioned by flash mixing with the chemicals "in a batch

process. Slow stirring the sludge then produces a.floc.

30. The stirring.is stopped and the floc allowed to settle. The supernatant

is returned to the plant as a sidestream.

31. The conditioned sludge is then applied at a high rate (2000 to 3000

gallons per minute with some;filters) and at about 25 psi for 10 to

15 minutes.

32. Sludge pumps furnish the pressure that causes the liquid to pass through

the filter media into the grooved plates and on to waste.

A 'er

i33. The pressurei-s ncreased at about 5 psi intervals every few minutes '

until operating pressure is reached. This operating pressure could

be 100 to 225 psi and will be reached at about 1/4 to 1/3 of the cycle

time.

34. The operator observes filtrate rate during the changing cycle. This

rate will increase rapidly and then slowly decrease (even.though pressure

is increasing).

35. As the press fills with cake, the filtration ratq will begin to level off.

When it reaches approximately 10 to 20 ml/min/ft' of filter media, the

cycle is over. This usually takes 2 to 4 hours.

36. At the end of the cycle feed, pumps are stopped, the pressure is bled

off, and the press is opened.
1

37. Under normal conditions, the cake would fall from the press as it is

opened.

38. However, afte, repeated Ilse operiator involvement may be necessary.

39. The sludge cake must then be disposed of in some manner and the cycle

can be restarted.
?

40. Operational controls are used to obtain optimum filter press production.

41. Production is measured in terms of cake yield. Typical yields for

filter presses are 0.1 to 1.0 lbs/hr/ft2 of media, depending upon the

type of solids and conditioning efficiency. r

42. Optimum production is obtained by setting goals for filter cake and

filtrate quality. The filter cake should range from 20 to 55 percent

solids, giving a 90 to 99percent recovery and the filtrate shpuld be

clear.

FP-11 of 12 10/82
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43: Aftee goals'for cake an4 filtrfate quality have been.set, one needs to
control chemical dosage, pressure, and cycle time to meet these goals.
Keep in mind that these three controls are not independent but inter-
related, and a change in one may require changes in the other.

M. Chemical dosage js basically controlled\by feed solids concentration.'
Reduced feed sblids requires increased nemicalAosage. ,

45. With the same feed solids concentration, a redu6tion of chemical dosage
wilj require leregthening cycle time.

. .

-

46. Higher operating pressure will ,reduce cycle timend produce a drier
cake b,ut requires much better floc quality to prel<ent-the,deterioration.
of filtrate quality.'

47. An increase in cycletime can reduce the required pressure and produce
a drier cake.

48. Optimlim sludge cake quiality for a given sludge and chemical dosage is
obtained byplottipg filtrate discharge rate versus time and picking
that point where the filtrate discharge levels'off. As filtrate rate'

decreases, solids cake dryness increases.

49. Monitoring filtrate, raW sludge, and.sludge cake on each cycle allows
operational control for optimum production. Comparison of test results

suggests modifications An operational coritrol.

50. The goal is to maintain a§ dry a sludge as.possible while obtaining a
filtrate low in suspended solids and BOD, thus reducing the impact on
environment and plant'operations. To determine if plant performance
is meeting this goal an operator should do the following:

51. Compare suspended solids and volatile solids content of feed sludge,
filtrate, and cake.

52. Test he feed for alkalinity'and diasolved.solids. Compare pH of both

the feed and filtrate.

53. In order to compare lab results, trend charts showing all lab results,
should be compared with cycle time, operating pressure, chemical dosage,
-filtrate flow rates, energy consumption, and total operation hours.

54. In this lesson we discussed the basics.of filtration, compared the two
types of filter presses, recessed plate and plate and,frame.

55.. We plso 6bserved the operating sequence ;rid discussed operational control

and monitoring.

FP-.12 of 12
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FILTER PRESS

.

> WWKSHEET

.4:, 1. Filter.presses are classified 'as:
,k , .

8
a. solids reduction.

. .::',
X b. volume rapductiOn. .

c.

d. cOWditiohing.

e. None of the- above.

;

2. The filter press uually preti-eatment.
.

a. ,does not require

b., does require

--_____c. 'does not make any difference

3. Binding is defiried as: ,

X al clogging of media.

b. securing hay bales.

C. miiing of coagulanf and'blended sludge:

d. josS'of floc.

S. All of the above.

4. Precoat is defined as:
gi

a. first coat of winter.

b. mixing of diatomacdbus earih and a primary coaN14nt.

C. cleaning of,the media to prevent"binding.

X d. application of free-draining, noncohesive.material.

ee., None of the above.

%

5. From the list below,.select two precoat materials.

a. polymers

b. ferric chloride

X t. ,diatomaceous earth

d^ alum

e.' fly, ash

147FPrl of 5 '10/82



6. The filter press

a. high energy 'consumer.

b. complicated.

C. continudus.

X I. batch proceis.

e. All of the above..

, Arrange the steps below into. the Ooper 'secidence'

7 bleed pressure

6
v.

4 apply precoat

8 drop cakt

apply sludge

2 mix precoat"

1 close press,

3 condi'tion sludgq:,

8'.`4 Select two materials from the Tist below that are'used in filter

cloth:

'x a: nylon

4 b. bronze wire

c. A8S plastic

X d. polyvinylchloride

diatomaceous earth

9. Select the typical operating pressure range for pressure filters.

a. lo.- 75 psi

b.1,100, - 225 psi

c. 75 - 150 psi

d. 225 - 550 psi

e. All of the above.

"

10. The recessed plate type bf-press- could produce a cake thickness of:

X a., 0.75 to 1.5"

,b. 0.25 to 0.75"

c. 1.5 to 3.5"

d. None of the above. sie

W-FP-2 of 1 8 10/82



11.Match the list of'comPonents be1814 with the diagram.

F legs

-E 'frame

D head

A followir

8 plates

C filter media

El I

lm-AsErs3L--
;
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12. The Plate and frame type filter press can produce a cake thickness

of:

X a. 3 to 5"

b. 2 to 3"

- c. 0.5 to 2"

d. `025 to 0.75"

ow.

e. All of the'above.

13. The pressure portion of the cycle is completed ken:

a. the press is full.

b. the filtrate disc'harge levels off.

c. the pressure goes to mwgimum.

d. the .ca'ke

e. None of the above.

14. Typicat ckae solids from a fMer press would be:

a. 20%.

c. 40%.

d., 50%.

X e. All of the above

15. Typical solids recovery from a filter press could be:

a. p5 to 50.

b. 60 to 80%.

c. 86 to 90%.

d. 90 to 99%.,,

e. Wane-of the above.

16. Match the operational changes on the }eft witt,the results on

the rtght.

a 'increase operating pressure

s

reduction of chemical dosage a. increase cake drynesq/r

decreased cycle time b. decrease cake dryness

decreased operating pressure

W-FP-4 of 5 10/82.
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Match the test on the left with 'the sample points on the right,

a,b,c T.S+
a,b,c

a DiSsfOve!d solids
a. Feed

a,b pH
b. Filtrate

Alk linity
c. cake

c i sture

18. Place an "X by those items which should be inequded in the trend

charts. (S ect five.)

X ene y consumptlon

X ope ti ng pressure
,

RAS

X fi 1 t e rat1-es

WAS

X chemi4.1 dosage

truck oads of sludge-

jar te t frequency

X. cycle Ame 4

1
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FILTER PRESS '

NOI

Objectives

,

Upon completion of this lesson, you Should be able

do thefol;lowi.ng:

A

1. Recall that the filter press is a volume reduction device.

2. _Recall that the filter press usually requires pretreatment.

3. Define bindifig.

4. Define precoat.

5. Recall two precoat materials.

6. Recall that the filter press is a batch process.

7. Identify.the basic components of the two basic types of filter'

presses

8.- Describe the sequence of operation of the filter press.

9. Recalltwo materials that are used to produce filter cloths.

10. Recall the typical operating pressure range for a filter press.

11. 'State the approximate thickness of cake for the 'two different filter

press types.' r-

12. Describe how,to determine when the cycle-is completed.

13. Recall typicaL cake solids percentage.

14. Recall typical solids recovery.

15. Given one of the operational variables,,describe how its change

will effect solids cake and filtrate quality.

16. Identify.sampling 1)oints and basic control tests.
*eh^

17. Identify five items which must be included in daily trend char-ts.

26
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FILTER PRESS

GLOSSARY

Blind A condition that occurs on cloth or similar filtration media
when holes or'spaces in the media become clogged or sealed off

due to.the material being filtered.'

Coagulation - (1)*The 'agglomeration (clustering) of colloidal and
finely divided suspended matter by the addition to the liquid
of an'apprcipriate chemical coagulant, by biological processes

or by other means., (2) The proces§ of adding a coagulant and

other necessary reacting chemicals.

41P

Filtrate - Liqui.d that is squeezed from the sludge during the operation
of the filter press.

Floc Small gelatinous masses formed in a liquid by the reaction of

coagulants thereto, through chemfcal of biochemical processes,,

or by agglomeration.

Flocculation - The .coming together of minute particles in a liquid.

a
Polymer - A high-molecular-weight substance that is formed 4 either

a,,natural or.synthetic process. Natural_polymers.may'be of bio-

logical origin or derived from starch products, cellulose der-

ivatives, and alginates. Synthetic polymers consist of simple

substances that have.been made*ihto complex, high molecular

weight substances. Often called a polyelectrolyte.,

Precoat Application of a free-draining, noncohesive material such
as diatomaceous earth.to a filter media.

'Supernatant - Floating on surface, like oil on water.

2';
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FILTER PRES

THE BASICS

I.

This lesson on Filter Presses was written by

Rawle A. Alloway from Envirotech Operating

Service's and edited by E. E. Arasmith of

Linn-Benton Community College. Instructional

design was done by Priscilla Hardin. Mr.

Paul Klopping was the projeet director.

The filter press is a relatively simple device

that has been used in Europe since the,1860's

for the purpOse of retlucing the liqutd volume

of inClustrial sludges.

In this lesson, we will discuss'the 6asics of

the filter operation, the component nomencla-411

ture, step-by-step process, operational con- to

trols and sampling and testing.

Because of its ease of operation and a6ility

to give high solid,s recovery and coupled with

low moisture content of the cake, it is becom-

ing increasingly popular in.the treatment of

organic sludge produced by biological sewage
,

treatment processes. -

S-FP-4 of 16 28
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CLEAR FILTRATE
OUTLET

F ;LEP .4E40 SOLIDS =AEC MOVABLE MEAD
IN FRAMES

PLATE FRAME

za _fm

In'the overall solids management system, filter

presses are classified as volume reduction

d6vices.
114

In order to perform the process of pressure

filtration with sewage sludges, the sludges

must first be conditioned, ustolly with some

form of coagulant.

This conditioned sludge is then pumped intp

a filter cloth thot is placed between two

static plates.

Pressure is applied to 'the sludge via the

sludge pump. This pressure squeezes the

sludge, releasing the liquid through the

cloth.

MATERIAL ENTERS
UNDER PRESSURE

4

29

This liquid is referred to as filtrate and is

'usually returned to the plant flow as a side

stream.

With the removal of a portion of the water a

day (20-50% Solids), sludge cake remains within

the filter cloth. This cake is removed by

separating the press plates and allowing the

cake to fall out.

The cake must then proceed to some type of

ultimate disposal process.
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PLATE AND FRAME

A

It should be kept in mind that the press's

effect is applied by the sludge pressure and '

that.th-is system is a batch process.

There are two basic types of filter presses.

, The retessed plate.(which Is the most common)

and the plate and frame kess. The operation

of the tt g? types of filters are the same.

Only the equipment differs. Therefore, let's

'take a few minutes and look at the basic

equipment. First, the recessed plate.

Psimir

.The recessed type is the most common press

and will produce a sludge cake of 0.75 to 1.5

fbches in thickness.
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PLATE SHIFTER

,

SLURRY FEED

'.. 1 X E D HEAD

e-
co.moksv.TcH

SHIFTER

PLATE

DISCHARGE FLANGE
IF"ngs not shown) ("(

r

c'

TYPE "CGIt'

.,;

FOLLOWER OR
MOVABLE HEAD CYLINDER .

BRACKET

SHIFTER

SHIFTER FINGERS
CARRIAGE

4

GUIDES FOR
ROLLER CHAIN

SHIFTER
COVTROL ROD

SHIFTER
STOP

RAILS

"C'1

PLATE HANDLE
GUIDE

,

LEG

no.

DOUBLE
ACTING

CYLINDER

HYDRAUUC
HIGH PRESSURE

INLET

The basic equipment would include the legs,

usually made of steel; side bars, made of cast

iron; ,a head, which -is _stationary and made of

cast iron; and a follqwer, which is also made

of caSt iron, but is movable.

There needs,to be some type of closing mechanism

with the capablity of producing 3500 psi and

is operat ither manually on the small demos

or electrically or hydraulically on the larger

devices.
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SLURRY FEED

CAKE r CLOTH PLATE

f!,

FILTRATE DISCHARGE

PRETREATMENT

1:.041,144.11.1itit4t11444.,
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e

There is ,a series of recessedliaIes which

could be made of taSt Won, pdlypropylene, or
--

steel and rubber.

These plates contain a series of small,grooves

used to drain the filtrate. Sludge is fed down

the center of the plates.

Placed pver the face of each plate is filter

media, usually referred to as a fi-lt cloth.

Actually, this media may be nylon, orlon,

dacron, paper, felt polypropylene, or poly-

vinylchloride.

-

In order to produce the pressure necessary, a

pump capable of delivering 100-225 psi may be

required. Usually, the pulp chosen for,this

job is either an air operated diaphragm or a ,

piston ram.

As mentioned earlier, some type of pretreatment

is uspally required when pressing biological

sludge. One form of pretreatment is thepre

coating of the filter media with fly ash or
7

diatomaceous earth. This procedure will -dsually

reduce cleaning freqUency, media binding-and

ease removal of the cake.

DIRECTION
OF FLOW

. S-FP-8 of 16
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FLTRATE
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41ILYMER

CONDITIONING -

PLATE AND FliAME

\\AN\\N

ACO viA§-1
SYSTEM

A second type of pretreatment is conditioning

,of the sl_udge- by- forming a floc using some type

of primary coagulant. This wi 1 I improve sol ids

recovery and fil trate qual ity.
4

Conditioning wt.! l Usual ly require some chemical

storage, chemical feed pumps, 1 ime .equipment and

a floc6.ilator.

The plate and frame press has basically the

same equipment as the recessed plate, except

that instead of the recessed plates . .
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PR6CEDURE
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there is a series of alternating plates and

frames.

The plates contain the drain grooves and sup-

, Port the media. The frames control the cake

thickness. A cake thickness of 1 to 5 inches

may be obtained. The.plate and frame,press

does not use the center feed system. Instead,

sludge ls fed either,from the corners or the

stde of the frames. Well; so much for the

equipment. Let's take a look at the basic

operation procedure:

To start with,the press must be in a closed

position.-

The'precoat material (if used) is then mixed.
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FIVICAP
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,

The sludge is:then conditioned using the

coagulation and flocculation methods. Tlib

most common coagulation, flocculation process

utilizes ferric chloride and lime, although

some facilities use carbinations of alum and

polyMers or polymers added to the ferric

chlor'ide-lime process.

The sludge is condititned by flash

-dieMi-e'als in a batch process. The sludge is

then slow-stirred to develop a floc.

The stirring is stopped and the floc allowed

to settle. The supernatant is returned to

the plant,as a side stream. THis supernatant

should be tested for BOD and

The jar test is used to determine the proper

chemical dosages.

The sludge is now ready to feed; but first,

the precoat must be applied.

Then, the sludge is applied at a high rate

(2,000 3;000 gpm with some filters) and at

about 25 psi for 10 to 15 minutes.e

The pressure is increased at about 5 psi

intervals every few minutes until the operating

pressure is reached. This could be 100 - 225

psi and will be reached at about 1/4 to 1/8 of.

the cycle time.
;

This pressure will cause the liquid to pass

. through, the filter media into the plate grooves

and on to waste.
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OPERATIONAL CONTROLS

,

The operator observes filtrate ran during the

changing cycle. This rate will' increase
A

rapidly and then slowly, decrease (even though

pressure js increasing).

The filtrate rate will begin to level off.

When it reaches 10-20 ml/min/ft2 of media, the

cycle is over. This usi4lly takes two to four

hours.

The filtrate is returned to the plant and may

cause some operational problems.

At the end of the cyCle,,the feed pumps are

stopped and the press,ure is bled off.

The cake is then removed to be disposed of

and the process started over.

After several cycles, the media may become

clogged and require washing. The media may be

cleaned with a high pressure acid spray; or

the media may 'have to be removed and washed,

th'en replaced.

Operational controls are used to obtern op-

timum filter.press-production. Production is

measured in terms Of ckae Typical,

yiefd for filter.presses are 0.1 to 1.0-lbs/

hr/ft2 of-media depending upon type of solids

and conditioning efficiency.

Optimum production is obtained by setting,

, goals for filter cake and filtrate quality.

The filter cake should range from 20 to 55%

solids giving a 90 to 99% recovery and the 411

filtrate should be clear.
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SAMPLING.,AND TESTING

Higher operating pressure/ will reduce cycle.

time and produce a dryer cake but requires

much better floc qualit to;pre'vent the de-

terioration of filtrate qualitY.

Chemical.dosage iS basidally controlled by,

feed solids concentration. educed feed

solids requires increased c emical doSages

With the same feed solids oncentration a'

reduction of chemical- dos4,ge will require

lengthening cycle time.-

0

An increase in cycle time can reduce the'

required pressure and produce a dryergsCakt.

Optimum sludge cake quality for a given sludge

, and-chemical dosage is obtained by plottin.glim,

filtrate discharge rate vs. time and pickin11,

that point where the filtrate discharge levels

off. As filtrate rate decreases, solids cake

dryness increases.

In order'to obtain the optimum production,

samples of filtrate, raw sludge and cake shou

be collected during each cycle and compared a

follows.

Total solids and volatile solids content of r

filtrate and cake should be coMpared.

PH of both the raw and filtrate should be

compared as well as . .

testing the raw for alk., and total dissolved

'solids.
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6

SUMM,ARY

In drderjo Compare lab results, trend charts

-Showin',j all lab results'shourd be compared

with . . A+

cycle time, opeirging prssure; chemical dosage,

filtrate rates ltil./hr./ft.2, enerOconsump-

\tion and.total -opei"ator hours.

jn thi lesson, we discussed the basit of

filtration, compared the two,types of filter

presses, recessed plate and the frame and

plate. -

1

We also observed the operating sequences as well J

as disc ssed operational control, sampling (and

testing.
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FILTER PRESS
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4

WORKSHEET'

FILTER PRESS

1. Filter presses are classified as:
-

a. solids reduction.

b.- volume reduction.

c. stabilization.

d. conditioning.

e. None of the above.
*

2. The filter press usually

a. does not require

b. does require

c. does not make any difference

-

,

pretreatment..

3. Binding is defined as:

III
a. clogging of media.

b. securing hay bales.

c. mixing of coagulant and blended sludge.

d. loss of floc.

e. All of the above.

0

_

4. Precoat is defined as:

a. first coat of winter.

b. mixirg of diatomaceous earth and a primary coagulant.

c. cleaning of the media to prevent'binding.

d. application of free-draining, noncohesive matenial.
,

e. None of the above.

5. From the list below, select two precoat materials.

a. polymers

b. ferric chloride

c. ditbmaceous ,earth

d. alum

e. fly ash

SW-FP-1 of 5
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6. The filter press is:

a. high energy consumer.

b. complicated

c. continuous.

d. batch proce.ss.

e. All of the above.

7. Arrange the steps below into the proper sequence:

bleed pressure

drain

apply precoat

drop cake

apply sludge

mix precoat

.close press

condition sludge

8. Select two materials from the list below that are, used In filter

cloth:
I.

a. nylon

b. bronze wire

C. ABS plastic

d. polyvinylchloride

e. diatomaceous earth

9. Select the typical operating pressure range for pressure filters.

a. 10 - 75 psi

b. 100 -.225 pSi

c. 75 - 150 Psi.

d. 225 - 550 psi
P.

e. ,All of the above.

10. The recessed plate type of press covld prgduCe a.cake thiekness of:

a. 0-75 to,1.5"

b. 0.25 to 0.75"

c. 1.5 to 3.5", ,

d. :None of the &Aye.
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11. Match the list of components ,k)elow with the diagram.

legs

fb. frame

head-

follower"

plates

filter media

't
s

SW-FP-3 of 5
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12.: The plate,and frameIrtype filter press can produce a cake thickness

of:

a. 3 to 5"

b. 2 to 3"'

c. 0.5 to 211

d. 0.25 to 0.75"

e. Ali'of the abOve

13. The pressure portion of the cycle is completed when:

a. the press is full.

b. t6e filtrate discharge leyels off.

c. the pressure goes to maximum.

d. the cake is dry.

e. None of the above.

14. Typical ckae solids from a filter press t.',/ould be:

a. 20.

b. 30^.

c.

d.

e. All of the above.

,1 . Typical solids recovery from a filter press could be:

a. 20 to 50%.

1441k b. 60 to 80%.

c. 80 to 90'L

d. 90 to 99%.

e. None of the above.

J6. Match the operational changes on the left ith the results on

the right.

increase operating pressure

reduction of chemical dosage a.. increase cake dryness

decreased cycle lime b. decrease cake dryness

decreased operating pressure
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17. Match the test on the:left with the sample points on the right.

T.S.S.

V.S.
a. Feed

,Dissolved solids
b. Filtrate

pH
c. Cake

Alkalinity
46,4

moisture

18. Place an "X" by those items which should be included in the trend

charts.. (Select-five.)

energy consuniption

operating pressure

RAS

filtrate rates

WAS

chemical dosage

truck loads of sludge

jar test frequency

cycle time
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